“ … let’s talk about it!”
The haven language school improves the linguistic safeness
of your employees in profession and everyday life through
individually created courses for your needs and your special
requested vocabulary. Your staﬀ will improve their contact
with the German language and will be more productive.
They will feel more relaxed in your business culture and
their private surrounding. We will gladly inform you on
communication practice for international doctors.
Address us directly!

language school
Bremerhaven

your contact person
Silke Germershausen
owner of haven language school

haven language school
Max-Dietrich-Str. 13
D-27570 Bremerhaven, Germany

German as foreign language
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Tel.: +49. 170.324 65 96
Fax: +49.471.200275
info@haven-language-school.com
www.haven-language-school.com
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individual language courses for
business companies and employees
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communication practise for
international doctors

Reducing language barriers
and working more eﬀective together
Do you understand your employees? Do your
employees understand you? Language and
communication are known to be the key for
success in all entrepreneurial and private areas.
Understanding others and being understood in
person; expressing oneself to advise your counterpart
what you would like to do are the most important
abilities and requirements for an economical working
and a thoughtful cooperation. The haven language
school has concentrated on German as foreign
language and oﬀers your company to teach foreign
personnel focused in German language.

Improve your staﬀ with the help of the
haven language school

practise of terminology
intensive programme for quick
success in learning
variations at language levels
depending on state of knowledge
motivating learning climate

What do you say to this?
We oﬀer individual German language courses for
your special requirements. Together we can work
out the educational objective and the period of the
course, the curriculum and we keep records of the
progress. Experienced instructors form the lessons
following the latest studying techniques informative
and motivating.

Towards new wor(l)ds!

By reducing language misunderstandings a much
more relaxed and a more productive working was
possible. Less call backs and fewer problems that saves time and nerves.

This means for your employees

more safeness in everyday
language usage
fast learning, understanding and exercising
beginners and advanced learners
are most welcome

With my improved language knowledge I feel much
more conﬁdent in contact with my colleagues,
superiors and my customers and also in my daily
routine a lot of things seem to be so much easier.

